
VENUS

F40F0311

FE Design

Description

Downlight with adjustable polished aluminium structure.

Voltage

220-240V

Dimmable LED

TRIAC

Light source and alternative bulbs

LED 1x13W-30°

WHITE 3000K

1010lm Cri >92

Energetic class A++

Included accessories

LED

Dimmable electronic driver

Weight

Net: 0 kg

Gross: 0 kg

Packaging

Volume: 0 m³

Number of boxes: 1

Specs

Pictures, descriptions, dimensions and technical data have to be considered as purely indicative. While maintaining the basic characteristics of the product, the manufacturer reserves the right to make modifications at any time with the sole aim of improvement.

Dimensions

Material

Aluminium

Available structure colours

White

Polished aluminium

In the same family

Round

downlight
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VENUS

F40F0301

FE Design

Description

Downlight with adjustable white painted aluminium structure.

Voltage

220-240V

Dimmable LED

TRIAC

Light source and alternative bulbs

LED 1x13W-30°

WHITE 3000K

1010lm Cri >92

Energetic class A++

Included accessories

LED

Dimmable electronic driver

Weight

Net: 0 kg

Gross: 0 kg

Packaging

Volume: 0 m³

Number of boxes: 1

Specs

Pictures, descriptions, dimensions and technical data have to be considered as purely indicative. While maintaining the basic characteristics of the product, the manufacturer reserves the right to make modifications at any time with the sole aim of improvement.

Dimensions

Material

Aluminium

Available structure colours

White

Polished aluminium

In the same family

Round

downlight
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VENUS

F40F0711

FE Design

Description

Downlight with adjustable polished aluminium structure. The advanced technology of the LED

allows to dim the colour temperature from 3000K to 2000K in order to create a warm and

pleasant atmosphere.

Voltage

220-240V

Dimmable LED

TRIAC

Light source and alternative bulbs

LED 1x13W-30°

WHITE 3000K

1010lm Cri >92

Energetic class A++

Included accessories

LED

Electronic driver for dynamic light

Weight

Net: 0 kg

Gross: 0 kg

Packaging

Volume: 0 m³

Number of boxes: 1

Specs

Pictures, descriptions, dimensions and technical data have to be considered as purely indicative. While maintaining the basic characteristics of the product, the manufacturer reserves the right to make modifications at any time with the sole aim of improvement.

Dimensions

Material

Aluminium

Available structure colours

White

Polished aluminium

In the same family

Round

downlight
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VENUS

F40F0701

FE Design

Description

Downlight with adjustable white painted aluminium structure. The advanced technology of the

LED allows to dim the colour temperature from 3000K to 2000K in order to create a warm and

pleasant atmosphere.

Voltage

220-240V

Dimmable LED

TRIAC

Light source and alternative bulbs

LED 1x13W-30°

WHITE 3000K

1010lm Cri >92

Energetic class A++

Included accessories

LED

Electronic driver for dynamic light

Weight

Net: 0 kg

Gross: 0 kg

Packaging

Volume: 0 m³

Number of boxes: 1

Specs

Pictures, descriptions, dimensions and technical data have to be considered as purely indicative. While maintaining the basic characteristics of the product, the manufacturer reserves the right to make modifications at any time with the sole aim of improvement.

Dimensions

Material

Aluminium

Available structure colours

White

Polished aluminium

In the same family

Round

downlight
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